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This highly readable, authoritative reference provides a comprehensive look at the characteristics of

wool of 100 breeds of sheep. Essential reading for handspinners, wool growers, and other fiber craft

enthusiasts, this guide gives special attention to fleece characteristics, methods of preparation and

spinning, and best end use. Everything from baby-soft merino to silky lincoln to sturdy karakul--the

full range of nature's miracle fiber--is represented here with expert advice on selecting top-quality

fleeces; cleaning wool efficiently and thoroughly; teasing, flicking, combing, carding, and other

preparation methods; and spinning and plying a variety of yarn styles. Actual fleece locks are shown

in full-size photographs. Knitting, crochet, weaving, and other techniques illustrate the importance of

matching wool type to end use.
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I've had this book for a number of years and I've returned to it for information concerning different

types of wool. I believe that this book is supposed to help a spinner choose a fleece when

purchasing either whole or partial fleeces for spinning. However, I've been disappointed that the

information is too incomplete to be really helpful in that respect and the format isn't conducive to

quick cross referencing or making comparisons.At the beginning of the book there is a short primer

on wools, in general. There is also a short explanation of woolen vs. worsted yarn and the different

types of fleece, whether fine wools, long wools, or down wools. I'm not sure why this information is



being given in a book that appears to be directed at a spinner who has sufficient experience to

consider purchasing an entire fleece.The authors give a very nice summary, or reference guide at

the beginning of each chapter that rates the softness, elasticity, staple length luster and felting

properties. I liked the chart format here. If the information for each fiber type had been summarized

in this format throughout the book, it would have made it more of an "at-a-glance" type of reference

and the spinner could have made comparisons between fibers.The photos show a lock of each type

of fleece against a contrasting background, several sample projects from each division of fiber and

now and then, a photo of an animal. The information is short and covers only the basics. There are

suggestions for possible uses for each type of fiber. I appreciate that, especially considering that the

authors are attempting to describe something that only a hands-on experience can confirm.
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